
HOW THE MID-SPLIT UPGRADE
IS A VALUABLE TOOL IN THE

NETWORK EVOLUTION STRATEGY



INTRODUCTION
While the cable industry has increasingly shifted its focus toward Distributed Access Architecture 
(DAA) like Remote PHY (R-PHY) and Remote MAC-PHY as the path for evolving the HFC network, 
there has been a growing number of North American MSOs who are upgrading their HFC plant 
from a typical 5-42 MHz upstream to support 5-85 MHz. This approach to expanding available 
bandwidth to a subscriber’s home is referred to as a mid-split upgrade. While it is not the most 
popular network investment option, the mid-split is a tried and true method that Operators popular network investment option, the mid-split is a tried and true method that Operators 
are reconsidering. The reason comes down to the need to deliver broadband services with 
subscribers who simply need more upstream capacity.   

The upgrade to a mid-split increases bandwidth in a targeted and cost-effective way, while 
extending the life of the HFC network. This enables Operators to continue to move forward with 
their network evolution strategy while supporting a future path to DAA and beyond. From the
ARRIS point of view, the mid-split approach is part of a roadmap, not a destination; it is one tool 
in the increasingly growing arsenal of techniques to solving today’s HFC network challenges. in the increasingly growing arsenal of techniques to solving today’s HFC network challenges. 
This paper will review the advantages of implementing the mid-split upgrade, enabling MSOs 
to perform minimal product upgrades, recognize immediate bandwidth capacity increases and 
continue to support their long-term network evolution strategies.

AN ARCHITECTURE AT THE CROSSROADS
MSOs can satisfy demand for high-speed data (HSD) in 
three ways: provide more spectrum to the service; 
improve efficiency in how they utilize the spectrum (i.e. improve efficiency in how they utilize the spectrum (i.e. 
more bits per Hertz); and reduce the service group size 
to which the spectrum is dedicated via node splits. All 
three techniques have been deployed over many years 
and have helped MSOs stay ahead of subscriber needs 
and grow their market share. 

Over the last 15 years or so, as broadband services have taken off, MSOs have been 
transitioning spectrum in the downstream that was dedicated to serving broadcast video to transitioning spectrum in the downstream that was dedicated to serving broadcast video to 
the delivery of HSD traffic such as over-the-top (OTT) video via Netflix, Hulu and YouTube. 
When DOCSIS was introduced, a single 6 MHz channel of the spectrum was able to be 

Today’s Upstream 5-42 MHz 
Pipe

Four 6.4 MHz wide channels

Composite traffic with 30% being 
BSoD, P2P and new applications 
such as Virtual Reality and 
Augmented RealityAugmented Reality
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dedicated to HSD service. That one channel was typically shared by about eight fiber nodes, 
which then often supported more than 1,000 homes passed. Today, most MSOs have 
anywhere from 24 to 32 channels for their DOCSIS HSD service. Many are using another 
36 to 96 MHz of spectrum for DOCSIS 3.1, which allows for higher orders of modulation and 
has enabled MSOs to offer Gigabit services. That DOCSIS dedicated spectrum is now only 
serving one or two fiber nodes at less than 500 homes passed. This network infrastructure 
has enabled MSOs to solve the 40-50% year over year increase in downstream traffic.has enabled MSOs to solve the 40-50% year over year increase in downstream traffic.

However, at today’s higher cost of labor and as MSOs reach deeper into their network, node 
splits are becoming more expensive. As for spectrum, it’s plentiful with DOCSIS 3.1 largely 
untapped and waiting for the new DOCSIS 3.1 modems to approach mainstream adoption 
when that capacity will get utilized. For these reasons, and most importantly because many 
North American MSOs are experiencing more than 80% of node congestion in the upstream, 
many are considering an upgrade to increase upstream capacity.  

KEY DRIVERS FOR THE NEXT KEY DRIVERS FOR THE NEXT 
EVOLUTIONARY STEP
There are many applications that are driving the growth
in upstream bandwidth such as cameras in houses, video 
chatting and augmented reality, to name a few.

Coupled with the fact that MSOs have had success in 
recent years selling business services over DOCSIS 
(BSoD), it has contributed to the increase in upstream (BSoD), it has contributed to the increase in upstream 
bandwidth consumption in today’s 5-42 MHz plant. The 
simple aging of the HFC plant, which in some cases has 
not been touched in 20 years, means that many of these 
active components require attention for maintenance 
reasons. So it makes sense to consider an upgrade as 
part of proactive maintenance in the aging plant. 
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New 5-85 MHz Pipe

BSoD traffic in the 42-85 MHz 
band frees up 5-42 MHz for more 
residential traffic. 

The BSoD driven mid-split benefits 
include: 

•• Delivering higher upstream 
 speeds to commercial and 
 residential subscribers with 
 DOCSIS 3.1 modems

• Forestalling costly node splits

• Upgrading aged components to 
 help evolve the plant

•• Accelerating time to market

• Achieving higher ROI
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Figure 1: Demand Analytics on Real-World Cable Traffic

Large quantities of upstream bandwidth must be supported over the next 15 years due to:

   Growing upstream billboard bandwidth and upstream average bandwidth at higher 
   CAGRs will exceed the current upstream capacity.

   Growth and expansion of commercial services is driving symmetrical services above   
   100 Mbps.

US-based MSO commercial revenue is predicted to exceed $18B in 2019, coupled with the US-based MSO commercial revenue is predicted to exceed $18B in 2019, coupled with the 
fact that popular online games like “Call of Duty Black Ops,” are the bandwidth equivalent 
of watching more than 14 hours of 4K video on Netflix. 

Bandwidth capacity will also need to grow in the next 5-10 years since:

   Growing downstream billboard bandwidth and downstream average bandwidth will 
   exceed the current downstream capacities.

   Service level agreements supporting 4 Gbps are likely to be required by the year 2025.

Based on the available data, it’s clear that MSOs need to scale for the Gigabit era. Based on the available data, it’s clear that MSOs need to scale for the Gigabit era. 
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Demand Analytics on Real-World Cable Traffic
Downstream Tavg @ Peak Busy Hour
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Observations:
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US Tavg 5-yr CAGR INCREASED from 20% to 25%
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THE BUSINESS CASE FOR THE MID-SPLIT 
UPGRADE
Considering all of the factors at play, moving to the mid-split, namely a network split of 85 MHz, 
can be a highly efficient investment in the access network. By upgrading the HFC plant to a 
mid-split, MSOs can grow their business services revenue, which requires higher speeds that 
are not attainable on a 5-42 MHz-based plant. Going to a mid-split opens up new opportunities 
by enabling Operators to continue to move up market with their business services, going from by enabling Operators to continue to move up market with their business services, going from 
a common 50 Mbps symmetrical service to a 100 Mbps symmetrical service. 

Furthermore, by taking existing business services traffic out of the 5-42 MHz return path, 
which is the same traffic that causes the capacity crunch for the entire service group, 
bandwidth is freed up for residential customers. Upstream traffic utilization from business 
services during peak hours can be as much as 50% for nodes. By offloading that traffic, a 
node split that otherwise would be required, can be delayed for a few years. 

Below is a financial model for a typical mid-split upgrade with Low (50 households passed per Below is a financial model for a typical mid-split upgrade with Low (50 households passed per 
mile (HHP/mile), Typical (100 HHP/mile) and High (200 HHP/mile) density areas. 

                   Density:    Low   Typical   High

            Total $/Home-Passed:   $30   $25     $20

With the proper research and information gathered up-front, the cost of a mid-split can be 
determined in advance and planned for in the MSO’s budget. It also enables MSOs to support 
higher upstream speeds in the data tier. By undertaking this type of upgrade, MSOs can utilize 
the current HFC plant, further leveraging existing investments for the next five to seven years the current HFC plant, further leveraging existing investments for the next five to seven years 
before additional upgrades are required.   

MSOs may eventually need to deploy new architectures and technologies such as Fiber Deep, 
Extended-spectrum DOCSIS and Full Duplex DOCSIS (FDX). However, by deploying the mid-
split approach today, MSOs can continue with their chosen network evolution path. 
Additionally, while MSOs are enjoying the immediate benefits of the mid-split, emerging 
industry standards will be refined and more mature when they take advantage of them down 
the road, enabling greater return on investment.  the road, enabling greater return on investment.  
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HFC Capacity Increase

A mid-split moves the crossover point (the vacant spectrum between the area used for 
upstream and the area used for downstream) from 42 MHz to 85 MHz. This gives Operators 
more upstream spectrum and also lets them move away from using the spectrum at the 
lower end that contains large amounts of noise and interference. 

Figure 2: Adding Spectrum by Moving the Crossover Point from 42 to 85 MHz

By changing an HFC network from a 42 MHz split to an 85 MHz split, MSOs gain about 2.5 By changing an HFC network from a 42 MHz split to an 85 MHz split, MSOs gain about 2.5 
times more throughput in the upstream. Even more efficiency is gained if DOCSIS 3.1 is 
utilized in this newly created spectrum.

A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO SEAMLESS 
MID-SPLIT DEPLOYMENT
An ARRIS Cable Operator customer increased its upstream capacity to 85 MHz in the upstream 
and 1 GHz in the downstream at about $27 per household passed. The upgrade process was 
simple, fast and had hidden positive outcomes. simple, fast and had hidden positive outcomes. 
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The steps to implement the mid-split included: 

 1. Upgrading the node to be 85 MHz return capable by either swapping internal radio 
   frequency (RF) bricks or swapping nodes in their entirety; in this case with those that 
   support DAA and FDX for easy future upgrades

 2. Checking signal levels and connectors and adjusting where needed

 3. Upgrading all actives (RF amplifiers; line extenders and mini-bridgers) to 85 MHz return

  4. Upgrading the remaining few sub-1 GHz passives to 1 GHz+ and reconnecting cold drops

The steps above did not require any respacing, splicing or construction, helping to keep the 
entire process predictable and cost-effective. Aside from the controlled costs, the mid-split 
upgrade program enabled the Cable Operator to address other issues during the process 
such as removing outdated equipment, minimizing the variety of actives in the plant and 
improving plant performance by correcting impaired connections, cabling and signal levels. 
As a result, the mid-split activity reduced subscriber tickets associated with degraded service 
by 50%. by 50%. 

The mid-split project also yielded significant traffic offloading benefits: 

   80% of 85 MHz modems use new channels

   60% of capacity is now above 42 MHz

   50% of traffic is offloaded to 6 new mid-split channels

The mid-split provided the Cable Operator a cost-effective, simple way to compete more 
efficiently with fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) competitors. 

UPGRADING TO THE MID-SPLIT CAN BE UPGRADING TO THE MID-SPLIT CAN BE 
SIMPLE, FAST AND COST-EFFECTIVE
While the mid-split approach is well defined and contained, there is certain equipment that 
needs to be upgraded or reconfigured. MSOs can continue to use the same customer premises 
equipment (CPE), but must be aware that the control system for set-top boxes might need to 
be reconfigured. Specifically, the downstream frequency received by the set-top may be in the 
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expanded upstream spectrum. The task of changing that frequency should be executed in a 
separate maintenance window from the one where the channels are moved to free up the 
mid-split expansion. Aside from the CPE changes, the MSO will need to make changes to two 
parts of the network: the optical node platform and the RF amplifier.

The optical node can be totally replaced, but that route tends to be more costly from a 
hardware and labor perspective. It also increases network disruption and downtime on the 
network. ARRIS advocates a middle-of-the-road approach where MSOs can swap out the active network. ARRIS advocates a middle-of-the-road approach where MSOs can swap out the active 
output module for one that supports extended bandwidth in the upstream. This change can be 
done in the field so entire nodes do not need to be cut out of the network. 

The other piece in the optical node platform that may need to be addressed is the return path 
upstream transmitter. Most analog upstream transmitters already support the mid-split 
frequencies. For MSOs with digital upstream transmitters, only ARRIS has next-generation 
technology units that can easily be upgraded to 85 MHz – typically with just a touch of a button 
on the module. Otherwise, the digital transmitter (and headend receiver) will need to be on the module. Otherwise, the digital transmitter (and headend receiver) will need to be 
replaced if it does not have the upgrade feature.

The second part of the network that needs to be upgraded is the RF amplifier, which can be 
very quick, easy and cost-effective. That’s because replacing the amplifier does not require any 
permits, construction, respacing, or splicing. Additionally, the new product can reuse the 
existing housing to reduce downtime, costs and labor. 

An alternate method to the upgrade path described above, is a filter-only upgrade to nodes 
that have been previously deployed. However, in those cases, node optoelectronic components that have been previously deployed. However, in those cases, node optoelectronic components 
are not new and do not benefit from an ARRIS warranty. Indeed, some RF amplifiers are 
beginning to fail because they’ve been in the field for a very long period of time. 

With the ARRIS method of upgrading the optical node platform and the RF amplifier, MSOs 
benefit from the extended warranty on the parts that have been replaced, increasing their 
useful life. While undertaking this program, MSOs also have the opportunity to correct any 
cabling and signaling issues, as well as to validate field data since many cable systems have 
been sold over the years and complete documentation may be lost. By having more accurate been sold over the years and complete documentation may be lost. By having more accurate 
information about the infrastructure, network evolution strategies can be executed with 
greater success. 
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IT’S ALL IN THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Before MSOs make the decision to go with a mid-split approach, there must be a thorough 
assessment of their architecture. Whatever the decision, any upgrade must be part of a 
phased evolution that ensures service continuity, bandwidth gains, operational efficiencies 
and minimized costs. 

Before embarking on such a journey, it helps to work with a trusted partner that has the 
design, engineering, materials and resource management expertise to help MSOs make the design, engineering, materials and resource management expertise to help MSOs make the 
right decision that supports their specific business goals. ARRIS has the consulting, program 
management, and engineering resources to assist Cable Operators in the analysis and 
implementation of a successful 5-85 MHz mid-split. With many years of experience designing, 
architecting and servicing HFC networks from end-to-end, we have a proven methodology 
when it comes to helping customers upgrade part – or all – of the network. 

By partnering with ARRIS to help guide your mid-split strategy, your HFC-based network can 
continue to evolve with DAA and R-PHY in the same plant without changing the CMTS. It continue to evolve with DAA and R-PHY in the same plant without changing the CMTS. It 
effectively extends the life of the network so MSOs have an alternate path that is not solely 
fiber-based.  

As MSOs focus on the new pieces of the network, successful expansion of upstream capacity 
also requires that actions be taken to prevent issues with legacy equipment already deployed 
in the field. ARRIS draws on experience from thousands of projects for global Service 
Providers, giving us valuable insight into both legacy equipment and emerging technology so 
we can help chart a plan for a seamless evolution in every type of network. we can help chart a plan for a seamless evolution in every type of network. 

CONCLUSION
ARRIS believes there is a place for all emerging technologies including Remote PHY, Remote 
MAC-PHY and Full Duplex DOCSIS and is continuing to build on its portfolio of solutions to 
empower Cable Operators to build the network evolution strategies that best suit their needs. 
For any sizable MSO whose network covers diverse geographies form urban to rural markets, 
there will most likely be multiple different solutions that will need to be employed. It may be 
easy for MSOs to want to be on the shortest road to the network of the future but over the easy for MSOs to want to be on the shortest road to the network of the future but over the 
years we’ve learned that the road to sustained success for the Cable Operator has been 
paved by a methodical expansion of the plant that is capital efficient. 
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The mid-split is a valuable tool in a carefully measured network evolution strategy that solves 
the most pressing traffic problem, which is in the upstream. Not only can it be deployed 
today, quickly and easily, the mid-split approach can also provide an immediate return on 
investment through increased service speeds and pricing for both business and residential 
customers.  

As demand for bandwidth continues to grow to support consumer and business applications 
that will be introduced in the future, ARRIS will continue to help MSOs implement solutions that will be introduced in the future, ARRIS will continue to help MSOs implement solutions 
that increase capacity. 

To learn more about the mid-split upgrade and other solutions for increasing spectrum 
utilization, visit https://www.arris.com/company/contactus/sales-contact/

Sources:
 Sandvine Global Internet Phenomena Report, October 2018
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